Abstract. Adsorbate atoms on surfaces cause considerable scattering of electrons. In image-potential bands, elastic scattering rates can be determined by measuring the linewidth in angle-, time-and energy-resolved two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy. From these data, the total cross section for elastic scattering of electrons in the first image-potential band on the Cu(0 0 1) surface by statistically distributed Cu adatoms has been determined. For large parallel momenta of the electron, the scattering by an adatom can be described by a dipole potential.
Introduction
The dynamics of excited electrons play an important role in photo-induced surface reactions. Therefore, understanding and control of such processes requires quantitative knowledge about the mechanisms that modify the behaviour of these hot electrons. The interaction with defects The electron excited by the ultraviolet photon (3hν) is scattered elastically within the image-potential band (minimum E 1 ) from parallel momentum k to k by an adatom. The intraband scattering can be detected in the linewidth of the photoelectron spectrum excited by the infrared photon (hν).
and adsorbates, in particular, strongly influence the dynamics. For a study of these scattering processes, image-potential states are an appropriate model system for excited electrons at surfaces. These states arise when electrons are trapped at the surface by the attractive image potential and the reflection of the metal is formed in a projected bulk band gap. Due to the long-range nature of the image potential, a Rydberg-like series of states is formed with energies E n converging to the vacuum level E vac [1] . The electrons are confined along the surface normal, but can move freely parallel to the surface leading to discrete parabolic energy bands. Recently, the resolution and sensitivity of spectroscopic methods have reached a level that makes investigation of the influence of defects possible. The scattering of electrons in imagepotential states at stepped Cu(1 1 1) surfaces was studied by Roth et al [2] - [4] . The influence of statistically distributed CO molecules or Cu adatoms on the Cu(0 0 1) surface has been the subject of previous studies [5] - [8] . Several distinct elastic and inelastic scattering mechanisms were identified and it was shown that Cu adatoms mainly cause elastic scattering processes while inelastic scattering is predominantly due to interaction with electrons in the bulk. These results were obtained by measuring the time dependence of the population of the image-potential states by two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy (2PPE) [9] . With this technique, electrons from bulk or surface states below the Fermi level E F are excited into image-potential states by an ultraviolet pump pulse (see figure 1) . A subsequent infrared probe pulse lifts them to states with energies above the vacuum level, where they can leave the surface and be detected by an electron spectrometer. By varying the delay between the pump and probe pulses, the time-dependent population at any point of an image-potential band can be measured by determining the angle at which the electrons are emitted.
However, elastic scattering of electrons within one image-potential band (see figure 1 ) cannot be determined via population versus time measurements because the time dependence of the population is not influenced by this scattering mechanism. In order to observe elastic 3
Institute of Physics ⌽ DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT intraband scattering, we have therefore investigated the coherence of electron wave packets. Each scattering process alters the phase of the wave packet. Since we can only observe the average of many scattering processes with various different momentum transfers and phase shifts, elastic intraband scattering is revealed as a loss of phase coherence, which leads to an increase in spectral linewidth [10] . This pure loss of phase coherence will in the following be referred to as dephasing. In this paper, we report on angle-resolved measurements of dephasing rates of electrons in the first image-potential state on the Cu(0 0 1) surface at different coverages of Cu adatoms.
Experiment
The adatoms were deposited onto the surface by evaporation at a rate controlled by a quartz microbalance. During deposition and experiment, the sample temperature was kept at 90 K. At this temperature, the thermal mobility of the adatoms is negligible. For densities in the range up to 1.5% of a monolayer (ML), it can then be assumed that the adatoms are statistically distributed on the surface and occur predominantly as individual adatoms [11, 12] .
The dephasing rates are measured by careful linewidth analysis of the image-potential states in the 2PPE spectra. Coherent 2PPE spectroscopy, investigating the decay of quantum beats as published previously [6] , is not applicable because in the first image-potential band quantum beats cannot be observed with currently available laser pulse durations. In [13] , a model based on optical Bloch equations was laid out to calculate the linewidths and their dependence on the dephasing rate and the delay between pump and probe pulses. It was pointed out that for evaluation of the linewidths in 2PPE the duration and shape of the laser pulses must be known. In our experiment, the pump and probe pulses are generated by a Ti : sapphire laser system which emits infrared laser pulses with durations of about 38 fs and 800 nm wavelength. By subsequent frequency tripling, the ultraviolet pump pulses were obtained. The envelope, i.e. intensity and phase versus time, of the probe pulse was directly reconstructed from the fringeresolved autocorrelation trace via an iterative algorithm as described by Peatross et al [14] and Weida et al [15] . Figure 2 shows the measured autocorrelation data and the result of the pulse-shape reconstruction where the intensity envelope is compared to squared Gaussian and hyperbolic secant functions. Note that no assumption about the shape of the laser pulses has been initially put into the reconstruction. One can see from figure 2 that the pulse envelope is well described by a squared Gaussian function. The pulse compressor of the laser system was optimized for negligible chirp which is confirmed by the constant phase (upper curve in figure 2 ). From the reconstruction we have determined 38 ± 3 fs duration of the probe pulse. The time-resolved 2PPE trace of the Shockley surface state of a Cu(1 1 1) sample is described by the cross-correlation trace of the two laser pulses [16] . Due to lack of direct measurements of the temporal profile of the pump pulse generated by frequency tripling of the infrared pulses, we assume a Gaussian shape for the pump pulse as well. From the duration of the probe pulse and the width of the cross-correlation function we obtain the duration of the pump pulse as 44 ± 3 fs.
The linewidth analysis further requires knowledge of the energy resolution of the electron spectrometer which is measured as follows: the photon energy of the pump pulse was chosen close to the work function of the Cu(0 0 1) surface. Electrons directly excited by the pump pulse to states with energies slightly above the vacuum energy, create the low-energy cutoff. Its width corresponds to the energy resolution of the electron spectrometer which is estimated to be 17 meV. In spectra taken at off-normal emission besides the energy resolution the finite angular acceptance of the electron spectrometer causes an additional broadening of the peaks. To take this into account we assumed that, on the smooth Cu(0 0 1) surface, dephasing of the imagepotential states is negligible, and interpreted the broadening of the peaks at all emission angles by the finite angular acceptance which is, in this way, determined to be ±0.8
• . This broadening at the smooth Cu(0 0 1) surface was used as a reference for the evaluation of the peak widths measured on covered surfaces. Figure 3 shows measured spectra obtained on a clean Cu(0 0 1) sample for various delays between the pump and probe pulses. A significant decrease of the linewidth with increasing delay is observed. Full widths at half maxima of similar spectra are shown in the two bottom traces of figure 4 for the n = 1 and n = 2 image-potential states measured simultaneously on the smooth Cu(0 0 1) surface at the respective band minima. For energies above the band bottom, the linewidth increases due to the finite angular resolution as discussed in the preceding paragraph indicated by the two upper curves in figure 4 . Theoretically calculated linewidths using optical Bloch equations [13] are shown as lines. The measured linewidth traces depend, for negative pumpprobe delay, linearly on delay and converge to a constant value in the limit for large positive delay, Linewidths of the n = 1 (squares) and n = 2 (circles) image-potential states on the smooth Cu(0 0 1) surface versus time delay between pump and probe pulse. The linewidths of the n = 1 state are given for different points on the n = 1 band (the energetic distance to the minimum E 1 is given) and of the n = 2 state at the band minimum (E 2 ). The errors are within the symbol size. With increasing energy, the linewidth increases along the n = 1 band (triangles). The lines indicate theoretical calculations.
Results and discussion
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Institute of Physics ⌽ DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT i.e. separated pump and probe pulses. This is the typical behaviour when the laser pulses have Gaussian shape as was demonstrated in [13] . For the theoretical curves, the energy resolution of the electron spectrometer and the durations of pump and probe pulses have been fitted to 18 meV, 47 and 35 fs, respectively, and the lifetimes are 39 fs for the first and 137 fs for the second image-potential state. The parameters which describe the experimental setup match the values obtained by the independent characterization of the apparatus shown in section 2 within experimental uncertainties. The lifetimes agree with time-resolved measurements [7, 8] and theoretical calculations [17] .
In the range 100-200 fs, the experimental linewidths at the bottom of both image-potential bands are equal within experimental accuracy. The measured linewidths are at around 100 fs delay slightly above the theoretical prediction and the linewidth of the n = 1 state increases at 300-400 fs. According to [13] the linewidth for separated pump and probe pulses of Gaussian shape is given by the convolution of the experimental resolution, the dephasing rate, and the difference between the effective decay rate of the population and the decay probability due to relaxation processes. Usually the latter two rates are the same; however, if the observed state is filled by electrons from other states, e.g. via incoherent scattering, the population effectively decays slower and the measured peak becomes broader. Having this in mind we interpret the data as follows: the equality of the linewidths of both states between 100-200 fs means that their dephasing rates are the same. From the measured linewidths, the spectral width of the probe pulse, and the energy resolution of the analyser, we then get an upper limit for the dephasing rates of <4 meV in agreement with previous work [18] . Our calculation does not include inelastic intraband scattering. We believe that this causes the measured linewidth to be slightly larger than predicted theoretically at around 100 fs delay. By inelastic intraband scattering, the states at the minima of the image-potential bands are filled with electrons from states in the same band at higher energy. With increasing energy, the lifetimes get shorter [19] , so that the filling process is only relevant shortly after excitation. So, the peak broadening in figure 4 becomes smaller with growing pump-probe delay. The increase of the linewidth of the n = 1 state at 300-400 fs has a similar origin and is due to inelastic interband scattering from the state n = 2 to n = 1 [8, 20] . Immediately after excitation, the population of the n = 1 state is much higher than the number of electrons scattered inelastically from the n = 2 state. However, because the n = 1 state decays faster than the n = 2, there is a time when the number of scattered electrons comes into the same order of magnitude as the population of the first image-potential state. Only then this inelastic interband scattering becomes relevant and can be observed in the linewidth.
The influence of the Cu adatom concentration on the dephasing rates is depicted in figure 5 for two different points on the n = 1 band. The dephasing rates are proportional to the Cu coverage. This linear increase with Cu coverage reveals the Cu adatoms as the origin of elastic intraband scattering. This fits the results in [8] where Cu adatoms have been identified to cause elastic scattering processes.
The experimental dephasing rates presented here are derived from rather complex measurements where information of both of the experimental setup and the sample have been put into. Since for the clean surface the linewidth measurements, the characterization of the setup, and the theoretical calculations assuming no dephasing agree very well, we believe that we can also get reliable dephasing rates for the adatom covered surfaces. Linewidth broadening by fluctuations in the adatom distribution can be disregarded, because the work function shows a linear decrease and the energy of the image-potential states stays constant in the studied coverage range [18] . This supports the picture that the electrons are scattered by adatoms on the undisturbed terraces. Additional broadening by residual steps should be independent of Cu coverage and would be relevant only for high step densities [2] - [4] .
From the dephasing rates , we have calculated the total scattering cross section (which has the dimension of a scattering length in two dimensions) by
where m e is the electron mass, k the parallel momentum and N the adatom density. Because the image-potential states on the smooth substrate show no azimuthal dependence, it is justified to assume a cylindrical symmetry of the adatom potential. Therefore, we obtain no information about the angular dependence of the scattering cross section. For a certain energy we can only get the integral cross section over all angles, i.e. a measure for the probability of an electron to be scattered into the direction given by the final parallel momentum k . Figure 6 shows the total cross section of a Cu adatom calculated with equation (1) from the measured dephasing rates obtained for different coverages as a function of parallel momentum, i.e. velocity. For slow electrons, the cross section is larger than the diameter of a Cu atom implying strong scattering. In an elastic scattering process a maximum momentum of 2k can be transferred (see figure 1) . Hence, from the range of parallel momenta in which one can observe a significant variation of the cross section, we estimate that the extension of the scattering potential is large compared to the nearest-neighbour distance of the substrate. This means that the scattering occurs mainly at the long-range dipole part of the scattering potential as theoretically predicted by Borisov et al [21] and Olsson et al [22] . Therefore, we calculated the total cross section from a model dipole potential with energy with the dipole moment d induced by one Cu adatom which is aligned normal to the surface. From this we determined an effective two-dimensional potential by integrating the dipole potential along the direction normal to the surface weighted with the probability density of the image-potential state
The differential cross section [23] for a given initial parallel momentum and the scattering angle was then calculated within the first Born approximation by
F{·} denotes a two-dimensional Fourier transform. The elastic scattering condition | k | = | k | determines the scattering angle (see figure 1 ) and the total cross section σ is obtained by integration over all possible scattering angles. The result for the n = 1 band is shown in figure 6 as a broken line. After fitting the only remaining free parameter d = | d| to the experimental data, we get a dipole moment of one Cu adatom of d = 0.55 ± 0.08 Debye. For the n = 2 band, we calculate a scattering cross section which is about a factor of 4 smaller than for the n = 1 band. The resulting dephasing rates would be below 3 meV which is beyond the limits of our current experimental capabilities.
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The experimental data are reproduced by our calculations nicely for parallel momenta larger than k > 0.125 Å −1 . The deviation at low parallel momentum may be due to the fact that the description within the framework of pure two-dimensional scattering theory is too simple. Additionally, slow electrons can come very close to the adatom. However, the description by a dipole potential is only appropriate for large distances from the adatom, i.e. for electrons with high parallel momentum. Therefore, a reliable theoretical description actually requires more sophisticated methods as developed in recent years by Gauyacq and co-workers [21, 22, 24] . We compare this result with an estimate of the dipole moment from the work function change due to deposited adatoms using Helmholtz's formula [25] = e 2 0 dN. [26] in the range of our data.
Summary
Measurements of dephasing of electrons in the first image-potential state induced by single statistically distributed Cu adatoms on the Cu(0 0 1) surface via linewidth analysis of energy-resolved two-photon photoemission spectra are presented. The dependence of the linewidths on the time delay between pump and probe pulses can be modelled theoretically by using optical Bloch equations whereby the exciting laser pulses are assumed to have Gaussian shape. This agrees with our experimental pulse shape characterization. The measured dephasing rates are interpreted as total cross sections for elastic intraband scattering. Theoretical modelling of the scattering rates assuming a simple dipole potential yields an estimation of the dipole moment induced by a single Cu adatom.
